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If you have seen the movie "The Mortal Instruments: City of Bones" and are looking for some great

movie stills and and a bit more explanation of the terms and world setting without reading the book,

this book is great.It's a fast read with great movie stills, and it gives explanations of some demon

types, angelic runes, etc while defining the world around Clary that she is experiencing for the first

time.What I liked best about the book is that the runes are drawn in a 3 dimensional way, showing

the layers of the strokes, so you have an idea of how they would actually be drawn by the

characters.If you have already read the book and/or book series, this book will not be as useful to

you as it's just basic information and movie stills.

Really liked this book. It's nice addition to the TMI family. I love those books. I really like the angelic

rune on the cover. That's why I bought it in the first place. (well, that and it has to do with TMI)

great shape



This is great to have with the books, as it helped me to see where the movie is going to start from

and see what the characters look like come to life.

Cannot give a book a good review when a person needed a magnifying glass to try and read the

book. I'm not kidding, couldn't make out the words without it. They asked for my order # , well  has

that cause that where it came from, & also paid for & I believe it was around $12 . What a

dissapointment

funny while putting together the pieces of cassandra clares other novels

Nice information.

LOVE this book. I like that it's not as big as The Official Illustrated Movie Companion, and that it

contains quotes, and images from the movie. It's a great must have to TMI movie fans.
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